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Information not generally taught in schools.



You Know Something Is Wrong When.....: An American Affidavit of Probable Cause DISSOLVE
Your DEBT: "How To Use A Secret Government/Commerce/Banking Protocol To Reclaim
Financial Health, Free Of The Dark Cloud Of Debt!" Chained to the Sky: Discharging Debt
through use of Postal Money Orders The Uncorporation: Unleashing the Power of the Business
Trust for Your Protection and Privacy Word Magic: The Powers and Occult Definitions of Words
(Second Edition) Affidavit Black People are Indigenous to the Americas: Research Material for
the Inquisitive The ZERO Percent: Secrets of the United States, the Power of Trust, Nationality,
Banking & ZERO TAXES!



Larry Lynn Davis, “Very good information. I am using this to file some legal paperwork, I am
learning a lot about hidden laws.”

Agape, “Wake up!!. Excellent read. The only thing I would have changed is that there's no real
way to contact the author in case you had any questions regarding the material.”

Buzz, “Great tool to level the playing field. Great "How to" When one needs better assistance
than a lawyer chooses to provide.”

:NicoJayme, “Get it. Love it great info this author puts out many great works that everyone should
read”

byron bellar, “Affidavit must knows. Must read truth”

Richard Estes, “informative book. informative book for money”

Melysa M. Cathcart, “Extremely informative, relevant and to the point. Can be used in any
situation at law. Brilliant!. I absolutely love this book. It is simple and easy to read. No intro, but
it doesn't need it because it presents already written and used affidavits and information is
contained therein. Have kept this one in front of me to cheer me on in my efforts in court and in
the world in which we must use notices, invoices and affidavits in order to make statements and
points at law. Thanks to the Author and I will highly recommend you to anyone who wants to
know more about this. Also, being the U.S.A., the information is relevant to Australia and all
Commonwealth nations, we only have to adapt to our own details. Brilliant. Will love to see
adaptations to other countries and/or collaboration to do this with someone based on Australian
details.  We are all on it and thanks!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 175 people have provided feedback.
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